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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for that great introduction! My name is Korrie Becht and with me today are my colleagues, Luis, and Cauner. We will be presenting the City of Fort Worth’s efforts to create a Buildable Lands Inventory or BLI. Please note that our results are still pending city-wide analysis and final quality control checks.  Korrie LEAD



 Background
GIS Workflow

• Input Datasets
• Vacant Land Analysis
• Underutilized Land Analysis

 Draft Results
 Next Steps
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Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is today’s agenda for the Buildable Lands Inventory Presentation. First we have the background information to the BLI, then we’ll progress to the GIS Workflow, the draft results, and finally our next steps.KORRIE LEAD



Identify undeveloped or underutilized 
land by analyzing and mapping key 

land use factors in GIS,

Project Goal
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to support Fort Worth growth in a 
strategic manner through data-driven 

decisions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project goal for Fort Worth in creating a buildable lands inventory is to identify undeveloped or underutilized land by analyzing and mapping key land use factors in GIS to support growth in a strategic manner through data-driven decisions. KORRIE LEAD



1. Highlights existing undeveloped or 
underutilized land at the parcel level

2. Identifies where municipalities can 
optimize infrastructure investments by 
focusing growth in strategic locations

3. Allows more cost-effective allocation of 
resources and delivery of services
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Why Use 
Buildable 
Lands 
Inventory?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So why should a city invest resources in  creating a buildable lands inventory? Well first, it will highlight where developable land at the parcel level is located, which is the most geographically detailed level available.Second, it will identify where the city may need to optimize infrastructure investment by focusing on strategic locations, instead of growing in all directions at the same time. And lastly, it will allow the city to cost-effectively allocate financial and physical resources to deliver services to residents and business owners.Korrie LEAD.



Estimated 
Population
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Fort Worth ranks…

1st in growth rate*

13th in population

17th in density*
*of the top 20 cities by population

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fort Worth is home to an estimated 957,000 residents, with an additional 84,000 residents in the ETJ, extraterritorial jurisdiction. (2022 data).Not only is Fort Worth home to nearly a million residents, but nationally, we are the 13th largest city in terms of population, and we are the fastest growing city, out of the top 20 largest municipalities.KORRIE LEAD



Projected 
Population

1,206,000 people by 
2045*

20.7% growth in less 
than 25yrs

How do we plan for this 
growth?

* = NCTCOG, 2022
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2022
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By the year 2045, it is estimated that the city’s population will reach over 1.2 million people, which is a 20.7% growth in less than 25 years. To prepare for the city’s fast growing population and employment demands, we need to strategically prepare for new growth opportunities. Just how does a city plan for this growth? One tool is the Buildable Lands Inventory. KORRIE LEAD.



DRAFT RESULTS

City Limits + ETJ 
Category Acreage Percent

Total Land Area 386,042.61 100%
Gas Wells -9,057.29 -2.35%

Utilized Land -194,535.02 -50.39%
Constrained Vacant Land -22,941.44 -5.94%
Infrastructure Set-Asides* -25,058.75 -6.49%

Redevelopable Land +51,384.09 +13.31%
Developable Vacant Land +83,066.02 +21.52%
Net Developable Land 134,450.11 34.83%
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Land Suitable for Re-Development 
or New Development

*25% of Vacant Land for Outside Loop-820 Planning Sectors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just so the everyone has a quick high-level understanding of the BLI tool. We analyzed the city based on our 16 planning sectors, and calculated the amount of developable vacant land and Redevelopable underutilized land to create our Net Developable Land. This determines the total amount of suitable opportunities for future development opportunities to occur. As shown in this map, about 35% of the City Limits + Extraterritorial Jurisdiction has been identified for future development opportunities.Korrie LEAD. 
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Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KORRIE LEAD. Transition to Luis to talk about the BLI’s GIS workflow and methodology.
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≥

GIS Workflow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
**“Thank you Korrie for walking us through the background of the BLI, now I will talk about our GIS Workflow”Starting at the beginning of our workflow is our Existing Land Use dataset that city staff curates each year. Additionally, one of the other central datasets we use is parcel information from our 5 neighboring counties. Our IT Manager, Natalie, does a lot of back-end work through FME to help bring-in fresh parcel datasets from our respective counties and begins to clean it up for the planning team. Because the area of interest covers 5 counties, this creates lots of unique struggles such as knowing how to clean the parcel data; including validating addresses, property values, state land use codes, properly assigning the geospatial components, and processing the information in a speedy manner.Luis LEAD



 Existing Land Use

 Neighboring County Parcel Data

 Digital Elevation Model 
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Foundational Input Datasets: 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a quick summary of our Workflow our 3 Foundational Input Datasets are listed on the screen. These will be used later-on for specific phases of our BLI calculation.LUIS LEAD.



Existing Land 
Use (ELU) 
Designations:
2023
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* City Limits Only

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of the city’s data collection effort, city staff has made a continual commitment to establish an Existing Land Use Designation layer since 2021. This data was originally created by the local MPO, NCTCOG, but we then adopted the localized dataset as our own and update it annually ourselves. This allows city staff to determine what each property is being used for, this helping the city make more informed decisions on our future growth plans.As shown in the pie chart, a large amount of our land area, city limits + ETJ, is considered for vacant or agricultural land use purposes. This is almost 130,000 acres of land! The city needs to know where we can build new development projects, both in the built and un-built. The ELU is used for multiple phases of our BLI Model.LUIS LEAD. 
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Chief Challenges: 
• Area of Interest covers five 

counties

• Each county has unique data
• Meeting all business needs:
o Address validation
o Property value data accuracy
o Land use coding
o Speed
o Proper spatial associations

Land Parcel 
Data Needs
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the screen here is an overview of the county parcel data that Fort Worth collects and uses for our BLI Model. However, this parcel dataset is not without it challenges, which includes…Covering 5 counties of information, each with their own unique characteristics.Having to meet all of our business needs such as data validation, accuracy, land use coding, speed, and proper spatial geographies.LUIS LEAD.



Input Datasets
Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our last foundation dataset we needed was our Digital Data Elevation model (DEM).To help with processing time and prevent our sessions from crashing we did this step and raster calculations at a planning sector basis and clipped or extracted our raster data to the specific planning sector. Then allowed our IT GIS teammates to process the FEMA data and TNRIS over lidar data for a Digital Elevation model and we are using a mosaic raster dataset because the extract by mask tool didn’t like the raster directly on the image server. Luis LEAD



Vacant Land 
Workflow
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the top view of the Vacant Land Model that allows us to call four different models where each model iterates through all 16 planning sectors for the city and completes a step in our workflow. Again, an added feature and value added is that this model will help us transition or delegate this task to another team member who can click run on this tool and the tool will pull in the production data that will contain enterprise updates from Korrie’s Team or Natalie’s Team with current data for the analysis. Luis LEAD



Vacant Land with Constrained Land Removed
DRAFT RESULTS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bringing it back to the big picture, the overlay for the sector may not seem significant but when we look citywide we see a loss of roughly 24,000 acres due to the constraints. Luis LEAD. 



Parcel 
Utilization 
Workflow

1. Calculate Building and Parcel Acreage

2. Spatial Join

3. Calculate Parcel ID

4. Python Code Sums Acreage Per Parcel ID

5. Python Code Exports CSV

6. Join CSV to Parcel Table

7. Calculate Building Acreage in Parcel 
Dataset

8. Calculate Parcel Utilization Ratio between 
Building Acreage & Parcel Acreage 
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Automation 
Pending

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide generalizes the manual workflow to calculate the parcel utilization ratio. As part of the next steps, we will continue to automate this process through ModelBuilder & Python. a. We begin with two datasets: the building footprints and the land parcelsb. We add two fields to each dataset. One field will store the calculated acreage. The other field will store the unique parcel id. Once we have the calculated acreage. Then we can create a spatial join between the buildings and the parcels underneath them. 3. Then we use the field calculator to bring over the unique parcel id from the parcel dataset to the building dataset. 4. Then with python we can create a data frame for the building footprints that will allow us to sort and group the data by Parcel id and sum the acreage per parcel ID  5. Then the python code exports this new table to csv. 6. And we can join that csv back to the parcel table, so this allows us to capture acreage for multiple buildings on one parcel. 7. Then we use the field calculator to bring the building acreage back into the Parcel dataset. 8. Once the building acreage is in the Parcel dataset we add a new field for the Parcel Utilization Ratio and divide the building acreage by the parcel acreage and multiply by 100 to get our percentage Luis LEAD. 



Parcel Utilization Ratio
DRAFT RESULTS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the first underutilization tool, called the Parcel Utilization Ratio, which reviews the built improvement acreage to the full parcel acreage. This allows city staff to pinpoint which parcels have a full build-out of the land or only a small portion of it. For instance, a SF residential home may occupy 40% of the full parcel, while a common drive-thru structure may only utilize 10% of the provided land.Luis LEAD. Transition to Cauner to talk about ModelBuilder automations for underutilized land.
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≥

GIS Workflow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Thank you Luis for starting us off on the GIS workflow and foundational dataset. Now I will begin talking about the remaining underutilization models and our GIS ModelBuilders to calculate the BLI.”Bringing this back to our overarching GIS workflow, we will now be focusing on the items highlighted on this screen.CAUNER LEAD.



Model to Calculate Underutilized Land Uses
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the Central/Master ModelBuilder to Calculate the Redevelopment Opportunity Ratio & Underutilized Existing Land Uses. The advantage of creating a centralized modelbuilder tool, is that this establishes a repeated tool that can be used by any staff member with minimal GIS knowledge. This will help city staff create a re-occurring BLI Report made on a regular schedule, and it will only take a few mouse clicks to get everything to operate. This central master model is comprised of 9 sub-modelbuilders which allows us to import parcel data, clean it through removing duplicates and overlaps, repair geometries, and then calculating the ROR.To determine underutilized ELU Designations, a simple SQL query was created to only export certain uses, such as parking lots, residential acreage, and vacant residential or commercial lots.Cauner LEAD
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of one of the sub-modelbuilders. This tool allows us to remove from the parcel layer areas that overlap Exempt ELU, Lakes, Airports, Recent Building Developments, and Street. This also implements the Regulatory Barriers through a SQL Query using the Export Features tool.Example of Exempted Land Uses = Vacant Land mentioned by Luis + Government Facilities + Utilities + Railroads + Schools + Parks/RecCauner LEAD



Model to Calculate Underutilized Land Uses
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again, here is how the sub-models are placed into our master GIS ModelBuilder.Cauner LEAD



Redevelopment Opportunity Ratio
DRAFT RESULTS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These Comparison maps showcase the Redevelopment Opportunity Ratio calculation performed in GIS. This reviews a development’s physical improvement value to the base land value to determine which parcels are underutilized. This is second of the three underutilization tools used for our analysis, which will help city staff identify which lands are suitable for re-development. An example of the ROR in action would be a SF home in a downtown environment being flagged as underutilized, but a similar home built in the Far West PS being flagged as properly utilized due to the difference in property evaluations.Cauner LEAD



Existing Land 
Use (ELU) 
Designations:
2023
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* City Limits Only

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again, we just want to mention how the ELU ties into multiple phases of our analyses, and is even used to directly to help determine which parcels are considered underutilized, including parking lots and single-use mobile homes.Cauner LEAD



Existing Land Use Designations
DRAFT RESULTS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Underutilized parcels based on their existing 2023 land uses. This highlights areas of land where the existing use is already not meeting city standards. This includes large residential lots (.5 acre+), abandoned buildings (residential and commercial), dedicated parking lots, and single mobile homes.In the next set of slides we will look at the GIS model builder process used to automate the analysis for the past 2 slides.Cauner LEAD
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• Input Datasets
• Vacant Land Analysis
• Underutilized Land Analysis

 Draft Results
 Next Steps
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Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I will talk in detail about our draft BLI results.CAUNER LEAD



26DRAFT RESULTS

Far West Planning Sector
Category Acreage Percent

Total Land Area 65,911.10 100%
Gas Wells -1,284.45 -1.95%

Utilized Land -24,820.10 -37.66%
Constrained Vacant Land -3,120.10 -4.73%
Infrastructure Set-Aside* -6,528.31 -9.90%

Redevelopable Land +10,573.23 +16.04%
Developable Vacant Land +19,584.92 +29.71%
Net Developable Land 30,158.15 45.76%

Land Suitable for Re-Development 
or New Development

*25% of Vacant Land for Outside Loop-820 Planning Sectors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the completed results for the Far West Planning Sector, with over 45% of the land being highlighted for future development opportunities. Additionally, since this planning sector is largely undeveloped, it is presumed that 25% of the current vacant land will be set-aside for future infrastructure improvements such as roadways, water, power utilities, and ROW.Cauner LEAD



Downtown Planning Sector
Category Acreage Percent

Total Land Area 1,245.30 100%
Gas Wells -7.66 -0.61%

Utilized Land -977.13 -78.47%
Constrained Vacant Land -8.29 -0.67%
Infrastructure Set-Asides N/A N/A

Redevelopable Land +192.85 +15.49%
Developable Vacant Land +59.37 +4.77%
Net Developable Land 252.23 20.25%
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Land Suitable for Re-Development 
or New Development

DRAFT RESULTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the completed results for the Downtown Planning Sector, with about a fifth of the land being highlighted for future development opportunities. Notice that since this planning sector is much more developed with a proper street-grid, infrastructure set-asides will not be considered for this area.Cauner LEAD



DRAFT RESULTS

City Limits + ETJ 
Category Acreage Percent

Total Land Area 386,042.61 100%
Gas Wells -9,057.29 -2.35%

Utilized Land -194,535.02 -50.39%
Constrained Vacant Land -22,941.44 -5.94%
Infrastructure Set-Asides* -25,058.75 -6.49%

Redevelopable Land +51,384.09 +13.31%
Developable Vacant Land +83,066.02 +21.52%
Net Developable Land 134,450.11 34.83%
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Land Suitable for Re-Development 
or New Development

*25% of Vacant Land for Outside Loop-820 Planning Sectors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we run the BLI for the full City Limits and ETJ, we found that about 35% of land is suitable in some form for future development opportunities, most of which comes from undeveloped vacant land. Additionally, about half of the city’s area is considered properly utilized. Cauner LEAD. 
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Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cauner LEAD. Transition to Korrie to talk about next steps.



Next Steps - GIS

New
Building 
Footprint 
 Dataset

Building 
Permit & 
Platting 
Activity

Determine 
Update 

Schedule

Continuous 
Quality 
Control
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To better improve our data output for our BLI Report, we have created a list of next steps to complete, which includes…Creating a new building footprint or planimetric dataset through the GeoAI tool which will utilize Esri’s AI technology to digitize a new footprint data based on 2024 aerials.Performing manual QCIntegrating new Building Permits and recent platting activity into the analyses.And Determining a regular update schedule, so that the city can create an updated BLI Report on a continual basis.Korrie LEAD



Application of BLI

Land Needs 
Assessment

Employment 
Center 

Opportunities
Area Plans

Transportation 
& Utility 

Infrastructure 
Plans

Food
Equity 

Opportunities

Open Space 
Conservation 

Program 
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Affordable 
Housing 
Location 

Opportunities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the GIS steps are completed and the BLI Report has been finalized, city staff would love to apply this information by…Creating a Lands Needs Assessment, to determine which land uses we should build more of.Finding employment center opportunities to help power the city’s economic growth.Identifying affordable housing opportunities, so we can support our low-income community members.Integrating the BLI into the city’s area plansApplying the Open Space Conservation Program, so that we can save our precious greenspaces.Using our Transportation & Utility Infrastructure Plans to help effectively allocate our resouces.And finally, helping remove food deserts and establishing equitable food opportunities throughout the city.Korrie LEAD



Staff Contacts

Korrie Becht
Korrie.Becht@fortworthtexas.gov

Planning Manager

Luis Vazquez
Luis.Vazquez@fortworthtexas.gov

Sr. Planner - GIS

Cauner McDonald
Cauner.McDonald@fortworthtexas.gov

Sr. Planner
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending our presentation! If you need to reach out to us for any questions about our GIS process or BLI Report in general, feel free to contact us at through our emails shown above. Again, my name is Korrie Becht.Korrie LEAD



Thank You
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And this concludes our presentation. On the screen is the QR code for our Storymap, which is a simplified version of our presentation. Please feel free to bookmark this on your phones. Are there any questions?Korrie LEAD
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